“Easy to use, well designed and they last forever. That’s how I would describe the Javelin stands and rollers. I have had the same stands for years and am continually adding their new pieces to our trucks. We are always excited to see what stands and attachments they will come up with next.”

Trevor Gouldhawke
Pipeline Welding Crew Manager
Flint Energy, Edson, AB
**JAVELIN SPINNERS**

- **Javelin Portable Spinners** will make your job easier and save your time.
- More than just spinners, these are multifunction portable work stations
- Fits right in your pipe stand or mount to your table or deck using the STM (Spinner Table Mount)
- 5 position tilt for comfort and better control for accuracy
- Easily mount to a table or deck using the STM (Spinner Table Mount)

**ADJ Series Spinners**

- The ADJ series include a fine adjustment which allows you to perfectly level the spool right in the spinner.
- Rotate to level, lock rotation, then level lengthways allowing you to tack additional fittings to your spool without removing it from the spinner.
- **Huge time saver!**
PCS6 or PCS8 — Portable Chuck Spinner

- PCS have your choice of 6” or 8” self centering 3 jaw chucks (with inside and outside jaws)
- 5 position tilt angle adjustment
- Brake to hold rotation positions
- Dual bearing spindle to ensure positive ground (no arcing)
- Very stable on a Javelin LPS pipe stand or clamped to your table or deck with the STM (spinner table mount)
- Engineer certified and rated for 350 LB at chuck face
- 6” PCS will handle 1/4” to 8” pipe
- 8” PCS will handle 1/4” to 10” pipe

PCS6ADJ or PCS8ADJ — Portable Chuck Spinner Adjustable

- The ADJ series has an additional fine tune adjustment feature allowing you to perfectly level the spool right in the chuck
- 6” or 8” self centering 3 jaw chucks (with inside and outside jaws)
- 5 position tilt angle adjustment
- Brake to hold rotation positions
- Dual bearing spindle to ensure positive ground (no arcing)
- Very stable on a Javelin LPS pipe stand or clamped to your table or deck with the STM (spinner table mount)
- Engineer certified and rated for 350 LB at chuck face
- 6” PCS will handle 1/4” to 8” pipe
- 8” PCS will handle 1/4” to 10” pipe

NEW- 10” Chucks now also available
• More than just a spinner
• Makes a great portable fabrication table
• 18 inch table
• 5 position tilt adjustment
• ADJ model adds fine-tune adjustment feature
• Brake to hold positions
• Dual bearing spindle to ensure positive ground (no arcing)
• Dual bearing spindle also allows you to roll heavy spools easily
• Use with STM (Spinner Table Mount) to install under your table or deck to roll longer or heavier spools
• Most stable in Javelin LPS pipe stand
• Up to a 10 inch pipe flange can be bolted to the PFS plate

PFS.....Portable Fabrication Station
PFS-ADJ.....Portable Fabrication Station Adjustable
**3 Jaw Manual Self-Centering Chucks**

**Suitable for Weld Positioning Turntable or Lathe**

**Model Number: CH-6**
- Power: Manual
- Chuck diameter: 6”/160mm
- Internal Jaw: 3 pcs
- External Jaw: 3 pcs
- Chuck aperture: 45mm
- Material: Plate cast iron, claw steel
- Applicable application: lathe/welding turn table
- Input Torque: 160Nm
- Speed: 0-3600rpm

**Model Number: CH-8**
- Power: Manual
- Chuck diameter: 8”/200mm
- Internal Jaw: 3 pcs
- External Jaw: 3 pcs
- Material: Plate cast iron, claw steel
- Chuck aperture: 65mm
- Applicable application: lathe/welding turn table
- Maximum input torque: 250Nm
- RPM: 3000r/min

**Model Number: CH-10**
- Power: Manual
- Chuck diameter: 10”/250mm
- Internal Jaw: 3 pcs
- External Jaw: 3 pcs
- Material: Plate cast iron, claw steel
- Applicable machine: lathe/welding turn table
- Chuck aperture: 80mm
- Max. Input torque: 320N.M
- Max. Speed: 2400r/min

**QGA – Quick Grip Attachment**

- Use the (QGA) Quick Grip Attachment to clamp a pipe to your Spinner Plate or (PFS) Portable Fab Station
- Slide the QGA out or in to fit desired pipe size

**STM – Spinner Table Mount**

- The (STM) Spinner Table Mount with lock can be bolted to your work table or welding rig
- Easily slide your PCS (portable chuck spinner) or PFS (portable fabrication station) into the STM and then tighten with the T-bolt lock.
- Inside dimension of STM 1.38” STM Length - 14”

**SP18 – 18” Spinner Plate**

- (SP) Spinner Plate fits into a (PCS) Portable Chuck Spinner

**SP18 – 18 inch Spinner Plate**
**EJ – Elbow Jigs**

- Elbow Jigs make grabbing and leveling an otherwise awkward spool with elbow fast and easy
- Fits in Javelin (PCS) Portable Chuck Spinners
- Fits in Javelin (PFS) Portable Fabrication Stations using the (QGA) Quick Grip Attachment
- Works in Javelin (SP) Spinner Plate with a (QGA) Quick Grip Attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>Working Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EJ2</td>
<td>2 inch pipe</td>
<td>100 LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ3</td>
<td>3 inch pipe</td>
<td>120 LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ4</td>
<td>4 inch pipe</td>
<td>120 LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ6</td>
<td>6 inch pipe</td>
<td>150 LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ8</td>
<td>8 inch pipe</td>
<td>150 LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJset</td>
<td>Set of 5 (2,3,4,6,8) inch</td>
<td>Also sold individually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Easily locks or releases the pipe with a built in U-bolt.
THE BEST PIPE STANDS ON THE MARKET TODAY!

LPS – Large Pipe Stand

- Working load 5000 LB (2268 KG)
- Range 35” – 55” (890 – 1400 mm)
- Reinforced 8” wide V-head & solid high tensile steel rod
- Wide stable tripod base
- Positive load locking pin
- Pinch-free easy grip handle protects your hands
- Engineer certified and load rated
- Tested to at least 3 times safety factor

MPS – Medium Pipe Stand

- Working load 5000 LB (2268 KG)
- Range 29” – 45” (740 – 1143 mm)
- Reinforced 8” wide V-head & solid high tensile steel rod
- Wide stable tripod base
- Pinch-free easy grip handle protects your hands
- Positive load locking pin
- Engineer certified and load rated
- Tested to at least 3 times safety factor

SPS – Small Pipe Stand

- Working load 4500 LB (2041 KG)
- Range 16” – 30” (405 – 760 mm)
- Reinforced 5” wide V-head with solid high tensile steel rod
- Wide stable tripod base
- Pinch-free easy grip handle protects your hands
- Engineer certified and load rated
- Tested to at least 3 times safety factor
**V8 – 8 Inch V Head**

- Reinforced 8” wide V-head
- Threaded solid high tensile steel rod
- Fits Javelin pipe stands LPS MPS SPS
- These V-heads have been load tested to the same standard as the Javelin Pipe Stands

**HD18V – V Head**

- **Heavy Duty**
- Reinforced V-head with threaded solid high tensile steel rod
- 12.5 inches wide
- Fits Javelin pipe stands LPS MPS SPS
- These V-heads have been load tested to the same standard as the Javelin Pipe Stands

**PSE – Pipe Stand Extender**

- 50 inches long (127cm)
- Multiple extenders can be used to achieve desired height
- Positive load locking pin
- Heavy Duty
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands SPS MPS LPS

**LPS-LV – Leveling Large Pipe Stand**

- **Working load 3000 LB (1361 KG)**
- Range 35” – 55” (890 – 1400 mm)
- Reinforced 8” wide V-head with solid high tensile steel rod
- Wide stable tripod base
- Positive load locking pin
- Pinch-free easy grip handle protects your hands
PR112 – 12 Inch Pipe Roller

- **Load Rated 2500 LB (1134 KG)**
- Best for 1” to 12” diameter pipe (25 – 304 mm)
- 4 three inch steel or poly wheels
- No need to change wheel settings
- Very stable pipe roller
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands LPS, MPS, SPS

PR112S....Steel Wheels....12 Inch S Pipe Roller
PR112PU....Polyurethane Wheels....12 Inch PU Pipe Roller

PR212S – 12 Inch Pipe Roller

- **Load Rated 2500 LB (1134 KG)**
- Best for 1” to 12” diameter pipe (25 – 304 mm)
- 2 - three inch steel wheels
- Easily adjusts to 3 different wheel settings
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands LPS, MPS, SPS
- Favorite with rig welders as it is compact

PR212S....Steel Wheels....12 Inch Steel Wheel Pipe Roller
PR212PU....Polyurethane Wheels....12 Inch PU Pipe Roller

PR12SVL – 12” Swivel Pipe Roller

- **Working Load 1400 LB (635 KG)**
- Best for 1” to 12” diameter pipe (25 – 304mm)
- Two extra wide 3 inch diameter steel wheels for true tracking and less resistance for smooth roll.
- Easily adjust to 3 different wheel settings
- Very stable pipe roller
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands LPS, MPS, SPS

PR12SVL.....12 Inch Swivel Pipe Roller
**PR36-SVL – 36 Inch Swiveling Pipe Roller**

- Best for 2 to 36 inch pipe
- **Self levels to hug the pipe reducing friction and pipe crawl**
- Working load 8000 LB (3629kg) (tested to 49,000 LB)
- Mounts on two pipe stands
- Fits all Javelin pipe stands
- Takes less space than other 36” rollers and easy to handle
- Weight: 84 LB (38kg)
- 40.5” wide (1030mm)

**NEW**

- Seen below PR36-SVL mounted on 2 regular Javelin Medium Pipe Stands (MPS)
- Note: pipe stands are sold separately.

**PR236 – 36 INCH Pipe Roller**

- Working Load 6000 LB (2721 KG)
- Best for 2” to 36” diameter pipe (51 – 914 mm)
- Comes with two 6 inch steel wheels. Polyurethane wheels may be purchased separately
- Easily adjusts to 4 different wheel settings with wing nuts
- Designed for the Javelin SH236C Sawhorse Stand
- Also designed to fit on 2 Javelin Pipe Stands

**PR236 Pipe Roller on LPS pipe stands**

**PR236 Pipe Roller on SH236C Sawhorse**

**PR36-SVL…..36 Inch Swiveling Pipe Roller**

- Seen below PR36-SVL mounted on 2 Javelin Powerhouse Small Pipe Stands (PH-SPS)
- Note: stands are sold separately.

**PR36-SVL – 36 Inch Swiveling Pipe Roller**

- Best for 2 to 36 inch pipe
- **Self levels to hug the pipe reducing friction and pipe crawl**
- Working load 8000 LB (3629kg) (tested to 49,000 LB)
- Mounts on two pipe stands
- Fits all Javelin pipe stands
- Takes less space than other 36” rollers and easy to handle
- Weight: 84 LB (38kg)
- 40.5” wide (1030mm)

**NEW**

- Seen below PR36-SVL mounted on 2 regular Javelin Medium Pipe Stands (MPS)
- Note: pipe stands are sold separately.

**PR236 – 36 INCH Pipe Roller**

- Working Load 6000 LB (2721 KG)
- Best for 2” to 36” diameter pipe (51 – 914 mm)
- Comes with two 6 inch steel wheels. Polyurethane wheels may be purchased separately
- Easily adjusts to 4 different wheel settings with wing nuts
- Designed for the Javelin SH236C Sawhorse Stand
- Also designed to fit on 2 Javelin Pipe Stands

**PR236 Pipe Roller on LPS pipe stands**

**PR236 Pipe Roller on SH236C Sawhorse**
Model SH236C
Sawhorse

- Designed for PR236 (36” pipe roller)
- Working Load 6000 lbs
- Height Range 31”- 46” (787-1168 mm)
- Positive load locking pins
  (must be used at all times)
- Centre adjustment is for easy placement of the load locking pins
  (only to be used when adjusting without load)

Tested to over 20,000 lb.

Can be easily disassembled for compact storage and transport.
PR220 – 20 Inch Pipe Roller

- Load Rated 2500 LB (1134 KG)
- Best for 1” to 20” diameter pipe (25 – 508mm)
- Two 4 inch steel wheels (shown with poly wheels)
- Easily adjusts to 4 different wheel settings
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands LPS, MPS, SPS

MPR24 – Multidirectional Pipe Roller

- Load Rated 2600 LB (1179 KG)
- Best for 2” to 24” diameter pipe (51 – 609 mm)
- Two superior quality, hardened stainless steel roller balls to ensure smooth roll in all directions
- Easily adjust to 4 different wheel settings with wing nuts
- Fits Javelin Pipe Stands LPS, MPS, SPS

PR24-72 – Big Hoss Pipe Roller

- Load Rated 11,000 LB (4990 KG)
- Automatically adjusts to pipe size
- Outrigger pads swivel and tilt allowing you to level and line up pipes
- Best for pipe 24” – 72” (61 – 183 cm)
- Very wide stable footprint
- Height adjustment range is 4.5 inches
- Height 16.5” – 21” Width 42” Length 5:
- Stackable for compact storage & shipping

Big Hoss Pipe Roller Insert (Included)

- Load Rated 6000 LB
- Best for pipe 2” – 24” (5.1-61cm)
- Easily Inserted with 2 pins

Big Hoss Pipe Roller Insert

Is included with the Big Hoss Pipe Roller gives you a huge range.
2 to 72 inch capacity in one roller.
**MIR – Multi-use Industrial Roller**

- 12 inch wide roller (304 mm)
- Level and move heavy pieces into a drill press
- Great for feeding steel into a saw
- Adjust roller above roller guides to allow rolling of wide sheets and below to give you a side guide
- Fits Javelin Pipe stands LPS MPS SPS

**MBPR-240 – Multidirectional Beam Mount Pipe Roller**

- **Working Load 2400 LB (1081 KG)**
- Diameter range is 2” – 24” outside diameter
- Weight: 69 LB (31 KG)
- Dimensions: Length 27.5” W 16.5” Height 6.25”
- Beam clamp flange size range: 6” – 12”
- Flange widths: up to 1” thick
- Roll or move pipe in all directions
- Clamp to any suitable support structure to make pipe fabrication and installation quick and easy
- Toggle handles will save time when clamping or moving the MBPR-240

---

**MIR…..Multi – use Industrial Roller**

**MBPR-240…..Multidirectional Beam Mount Pipe Roller**

---
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MAGNETIC GRINDER HOLDERS

• Mount two grinders and your remote by magnetically attaching MGH to pipe
• Improve grinder safety
• Save wear and tear on tools as it keeps them off the ground
• Save time by keeping tools close at hand

SMGH – Swiveling Magnetic Grinder Holder

• Magnetically attaches to pipe or structural steel
• Holds 3 grinders
• Easily adjusts to any position
• Pivots 360 degrees
• Pivot or hang down for big pipe and for vertical pipe tilt 90 degrees.
• Clamp on any size or position of pipe or structural
• Improve grinder safety
• Holds solid with 14 super strong magnets
• Save wear and tear on tools
• Save time by keeping tools close at hand

SMGH – Swivel Magnetic Grinder Holder

NEW

MGH – Magnetic Grinder Holder

• Mount two grinders and your remote by magnetically attaching MGH to pipe
• Improve grinder safety
• Save wear and tear on tools as it keeps them off the ground
• Save time by keeping tools close at hand

MGH – Magnetic Grinder Holder
GRH-U3 – Triple Grinder Holder with Umbrella Support

- Mount three grinders, and an umbrella without obstructing your V-Head or pipe roller
- Improve grinder safety
- Save wear and tear on tools
- Save time by keeping tools close at hand
- Attaches to Javelin pipe stands in conjunction with other accessories

GRH-U2 – Double Grinder Holder with Umbrella Support

- Mount two grinders, and an umbrella without obstructing the other functions of your pipe stand.
- Improve grinder safety
- Save wear and tear on tools
- Save time by keeping tools close at hand
- Attaches to Javelin pipe stands in conjunction with other accessories
Pipelining Magnetic Grounds

PMG-XS2 – Pipelining Magnetic Ground

- Avoid costly grounding arc damage to pipe
- Spring – loaded to keep pressure on the grounding tip creating a solid ground for a stable welding arc
- Strong magnets and spring allow you to place on the pipe in any position
- Insulated body
- Flips out of the way
- Extra tips included

PMG-XL – Pipelining Magnetic Ground - Extra Long to Fit Over Line Up Clamps

- Avoid costly grounding arc damage to pipe
- Spring – loaded to keep pressure on the grounding tip
- 7.5” longer than the PMG-XS2 and 2” higher
- Insulated body
- Brass bushing to ensure good contact
- Flips out of the way
- Extra tips included
RG400 – Rotating Welding Ground

- Brass Construction for Positive Grounding
- Easily changes from straight to a 45 or 90 degree
- Loads up to 400 amp
- Stabilizes welding arc by creating a stable contact while roll welding
- Improves root fusion and helps eliminate pinholes

Very well crafted, high quality rotating ground
**Welding Cable Reels**

**WCR2 – Dual Welding Cable Reel**

- 2 vertically mounted Insulated spools
- Remote cord hanger
- Brass contact/brake
- Dual bearings for smooth rolling
- Mounting bracket for quick and easy install
- 400 amps

**WCR1 – Single Welding Cable Reel**

- Insulated spool
- Brass contact/brake
- Dual bearings for smooth rolling
- Mounting bracket for quick and easy install

**WCR-LR – Dual Welding Cable Reel**

- 2 horizontally mounted Insulated spools
- Brass contact/brake
- Dual bearings for smooth rolling
- Mounting bracket for quick and easy install
The New Rugged WCRAL series of Aluminum & Steel Live Welding Cable Reels

• Live Reels (can be spooled in and out while welding)
• 500 Amp Rating
• Each reel holds approximately 130 ft. of 2/0 cable
• Dual ball bearings for smooth rolling
• Fast easy hookup

MODEL: WCRAL2
Set of 2 Premium Aluminum & Steel Live Welding Cable Reels Stacked with Cord Hanger

• Includes reinforced mounting bracket
• Remote/Power Cord Hanger included

MODEL: WCRAL1
Single Premium Aluminum & Steel Live Welding Cable Reel

• Single insulated Welding Cable Reel with reinforced mounting bracket
• Each reel holds approximately 130 feet of 2/0 cable

Cable Approximate Lengths (per individual reel)
WCRALS
Separate Premium Aluminum & Steel Live Welding Cable Reel

• Separate insulated Welding Cable Reel
  (has mounting bracket on the reel but does not include vertical reinforced mounting post)

MODEL: WCRAL-LR
2 Premium Aluminum & Steel Live Welding Cable Reels mounted side by side

• Set of two insulated Welding Cable Reels with reinforced mounting bracket
• Same mounting bracket as WCRAL1
  Bolt a WCRALS opposite to a WCRAL1 to create the WCRAL-LR configuration

Spare Parts
are available for all WCRAL
Remote Control / Power Supply 6 Wire Cable Reel

MODEL RPCR

- Inside is a state of the art six cord swivel connector to allow you to connect both your remote control and 110V power receptacles
- Bolt opposite your WCRAL cable reels, bolt to a Javelin single WCRAL single reel mount or bolt to any suitable location with the existing four bolt mounting plate
- Holds approximately 130 ft. of ½” OD 6-16 cable

Important: To insure cord smoothly wraps to the reel without kinking the Model RPCR must be rotated counter wise when reeling in (see installation instructions)

RPCR SOLD SEPARATELY
MAUH – Magnetic Adjustable Umbrella Holder

- Clamp on any size or position of pipe or structural steel
- Standard ID of holder sleeve 1.38” (35mm)
- Fits perfect with Javelin FR Heavy Duty Umbrellas
- Holds solid with 14 super strong magnets
- 360 degree pivot
- Create an instant windscreen anywhere.

NEW

LSUH - Larger Sleeve Adaptor
For MAUH (Fits umbrellas with larger poles)

(Sold Separately)
• ID 1.65”(42mm)

UMB – Fire Resistant Umbrella

- Fits in the MAUH magnetic Adjustable Umbrella holder
- Fits in the GRH-U2 and the GRH-U3 grinder holders
- Fits in Javelin Pipe Stands SPS  MPS  LPS
- Lightweight and strong
- 6 foot diameter (New larger diameter heavy duty)
- 45 degree pivot
- Protects you from the sun, wind and rain but when used with the MAUH also makes a great flash screen or keeps a breeze away from your weld.

NEW Larger 6’Diameter
POWERHOUSE HEAVY DUTY PIPESTANDS

Note: The higher load rating and larger diameter riser pipe in the PH pipe stands require PH series V Heads and Rollers.

PH Series V-Heads and Pipe Rollers Sold separately

All Powerhouse Pipe Stand
- Working Load 9000 LB
- Wide stable Tripod Base
- Positive load locking pin
- Pinch-free easy grip handle protects your hands

PH-LPS
PH Large Pipe Stand
- Range 36”-59” (914-1499mm)
- PH-LPS Weight without V-head: 49LB (22Kg)

PH-MPS
PH Medium Pipe Stand
- Range 30”-49” (775-1257mm)
- PH-MPS Weight without V-head: 41LB (19Kg)

PH-SPS
PH Small Pipe Stand
- Range 18”-30” (457-750mm)
- PH-SPS Weight without V-head: 31 LB(14Kg)

POWERHOUSE V-HEAD & PIPES ROLLER

Note: PH Series (Powerhouse) V Heads and Rollers require PH Stand

PH-HD36V
- Heavy Duty Reinforced V-Head
- 30” wide
- Best for up to 36” diameter pipe
- Weight: 26LB (12Kg)

PH-HD32V
- Heavy Duty Reinforced V-Head
- 21” wide
- Best for up to 32” diameter pipe
- Weight: 22 LB (10Kg)

PH-PR230
- Working Load 6000 LB (2721 KG)
- Best for 1”-30” diameter pipe
- Two 5” steel wheels
- Easily adjust to four different wheel settings with wing nuts
- Weight: 53 LB (24Kg)
LUD—LINE UP DOG

- Double nuts
- 5/8 inch Stud
- ½ inch plate
- 5 ½ inches long

LUD—Line Up Dog

CW—COUNTER WEIGHTS

- Easily balance pipes for smooth roll welding
- Quickly attach with your chain grips (not included)
- Includes: 30” threaded counter weight bracket
- Two – adjusting 1” wing nuts
- Two – 8 LB weights
- One – 15 LB weight

CW—Counter Weights

New Design

The CW is now threaded for easier adjustment and safety.
JAVELIN PROFESSIONAL PIPE WELDERS SKID

DUAL PULL OUT TRAYS ALLOW YOU TO CARRY SO MANY EASILY ACCESSIBLE TOOLS IN ONE VERY COMPACT SKID

PULL OUT TRAY FOR HANDY ACCESSIBILITY TO YOUR WELDER AND CABLE REELS

SECOND PULL OUT TRAY FOR UPTO SEVEN PIPE STANDS AND ROLLERS PLUS A SPINNER MAKES RETRIEVING AND STOWING PIPE STANDS SO SIMPLE

OXY/ACETYLENE HOSE WRAP

BUILT IN BRACKET TO STOW VISE

JAVELIN NEW WCRAL LIVE REELS WITH REMOTE/POWER CORD HANGER INCLUDED
DRIVERS SIDE TOOLBOX HAS DRAWERS WITH HEAVY DUTY GLIDES
TOOL BOXES EACH HAVE DUAL WHALES TAIL LOCKS FOR ADDED SECURITY

BUILT IN VISE MOUNTING BRACKET
SAFETY GUARD PROTECTS THE ACETYLENE CYLINDER

FOLD DOWN TABLE HAS A BUILT IN SPINNER/ROLL OUT WHEEL MOUNT

JAVELIN WELDING SKID DIMENSION
We are your WHOLESALE Source for Portable Fabrication Tools.

Phone for information:  (855) 905-5111
Fax Orders:      (888) 381-3551
Email Orders:    orderdesk@javelinindustrial.com

Visit us on our website
javelinindustrial.com

4143 – 98 St NW
Edmonton, AB T6E 5N5